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LAC trends: taxonomy and ESG frameworks 



Market trends: growth of sustainable and green funds 

Source: Blackrock, 2019, Sustainability the bond that endures

▪ Global assets based on ESG data reach $40.5 

trillion in 2020.   

▪ ESG investments will be the most 

representative type of investment in Europe, 

the United States, Canada, Japan and New 

Zealand in the coming years

▪ The overall average size of ESG funds is now 

about $250 million in assets under 

management1

▪ In Brazil, investments in sustainable funds 

reached R$ 543.4 million - +29% compared to 

the same month of 2019 



Market trends: involvement of stock exchanges



Covid-19 recovery: ESG outperformance during pandemic

Source: S&P Source: MSCI, Financial  Times 



Social bonds:

activities with positive 

social impacts 

Thematic bonds: an opportunity for sustainable investments  

Green bonds:

activities with positive 

environmental impacts
Gender, diversity, social inclusion, etc..

Sustainable or SDG bonds



Thematic bonds: powerful tool to mobilize and direct private capital for sustainability

▪ The sustainable bond market grows rapidly in 

volume and variety, reaching $328 billion in 2019, 

up to 57% per year. 

▪ LAC issuance volume expands at a faster rate than 

international market, but the LAC market is still a small share 

of global market.
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Source: IDB analysis based on Bloomberg Database



Thematic bonds: an opportunity to finance covid-19 response and recovery 
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Thematic bonds: already an opportunity for NDBs
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Thematic bonds: NDBs already supporting many different sectors 



IDB: committed to support thematic bonds in LAC



Public-Private dialogues and 

development of regulation: 

IDB: holistic support approach 

Financial solutions: guarantees, 
anchor investments, covered bonds, 
mobilization 

Non-Financial solutions: pre-and 
post-issuance technical assistance for 
private and public issuers, SDG tracking 
system and ESG frameworks and ratings.  



Thank you! 


